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Nature and Objectives of the Course 

This course is substantially about the law governing the processes by which 
substantive rights are effectuated in the course of civil litigation in Singapore.  The 
emphasis will be on how the Rules of Court operate in primary areas of dispute 
resolution including the key interlocutory stages from the filing of an action until 
the trial.   

This is a transition year for Civil Procedure in Singapore as new Rules of Court come 
into effect on the 1st January 2022. These new Rules will apply to court proceedings 
commenced from this date onwards. The pre-existing Rules of Court continue to 
apply to all pending proceedings (proceedings commenced before this date). 
Therefore, both sets of rules will operate in parallel for quite some time. We will 
consider both pre-existing and the new Rules of Court. The new Rules of Court are 
much clearer, remove inefficient and archaic processes, and provide the court with 
significant control of the proceedings. 

An important priority of the course is to inculcate an understanding of the 
underlying principles and ideals of procedure so that students are able to consider 
the efficacy and viability of the governing law in the light of fairness, efficiency and 
justice. 

 

Teaching Approach 

There will be two sessions a week which will comprise (a) informal lectures (during 
which questions, discussion and observations are encouraged and welcome at any 
point in time) and (b) seminars in which we will work together on pre-set questions 
which you will receive in advance. These questions will be based on the material 
covered in the power point slides presented each week. Although there will be no 
formal presentations, students will be expected to engage in discussion.  

 



 

Assessment 

Class participation (which includes questions, involvement in discussion, comments 
and points raised) is assessed together with a written assignment in the latter half 
of the course. This component of the total assessment is 30%. 

You will also sit for an examination which will be 2.5 hours in length. This 
component of the total assessment is 70%. 

 

Structure of Course 

The following topics are scheduled: 

1. Introduction to macro and micro principles which underlie all the respective topics. 
2. Pre-action considerations 
3. Jurisdiction and powers of the courts. 
4. Commencement of proceedings.  
5. Service of process. 
6. Defendant’s response including jurisdictional challenges. 
7. Judgment in default.  
8. Pleadings. 
9. Summary processes. 

a. Summary judgment. 
b. Striking out. 

10. Discovery of documents  
11. Injunctions and related orders. 
12. Affidavits of evidence in chief and preparation for trial. 
13. Trial 
14. Costs. 
 

Some of the topics shown above will be relatively short in duration.  It is not 
possible to be precise about the actual weeks in which the above topics will be 
covered. Much will depend on the level of interaction in class.  

 

Bibliography (all materials are optional reading) 

Note: Although books and articles (‘secondary material’) may be helpful, I believe 
that there is nothing that can match learning from the ‘ground up’. That is, I want 



students to first apply their minds to the issues that are raised in the course before 
engaging secondary material (if they so wish).  The power point slides presented 
each week constitute the substance of the Course. On rare occasions, short articles 
may be referred to. 

Books: 

1. Principles of Civil Procedure (Pinsler J) (Academy Publishing, 2013). [Available on Lawnet.] 
2. Singapore Civil Procedure 2020 (Editor in Chief: Justice Chua Lee Meng) or Singapore Civil 

Procedure 2021 (General Editor: Cavinder Bull) (Thomson). [Practitioner’s work.] 
3. Singapore Court Practice 2017 (Pinsler J)  (LexisNexis) [Practitioner’s work.] 
4. Bullen, Leake and Jacob, Singapore Precedents of Pleadings (Editor in Chief: J Pinsler) (2016, 

Thomson). [Practitioner’s work.] 
5. Atkins Court Forms (Singapore) (updated loose-leaf) (Pinsler J, Consultant Editor) (LexisNexis). 

[Practitioner’s work.] 
6. Evidence and the Litigation Process (Pinsler J) (LexisNexis, 2020). [This text may be useful for 

its Litigation content from chapters 16-24.] 
7. Ethics and Professional Responsibility: A Code for the Advocate and Solicitor (Pinsler J) 

(Academy Publishing 2007). [Although this text concerns the former Legal Profession 
(Professional Conduct) Rules 2010, its principle-based approach continues to be relevant. 
Many of these principles were used or adapted in the new Legal Profession (Professional 
Conduct) Rules 2015. [Available on Lawnet.] 

8. Legal Profession (Professional Conduct) Rules 2015: A Commentary (Pinsler J, Academy 
Publishing, 2016). This book concerns the current ethics rules. [Available on Lawnet.] 

 
 

 
 

 


